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PURPOSE: THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION (DEPARTMENT) STRIVES TO PROVIDE ASSESSMENT DRIVEN, EVIDENCE BASED PROGRAMMING, DISCHARGE PLANNING SERVICES, AND RELEASE PREPARATION, TO INMATES PRIOR TO THEIR RELEASE FROM INCARCERATION. THESE SERVICES ARE DESIGNED TO FACILITATE AND PROMOTE AN INMATE’S SUCCESSFUL REINTEGRATION INTO THE COMMUNITY.

REFERENCES: M.G.L., C. 124, § 1 (E).
M.G.L., C. 111, § 71.

APPLICABILITY: 103 DOC 493 IS APPLICABLE TO ALL DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES, CONTRACT SERVICES PROVIDERS, VOLUNTEERS, AND ALL INMATES SERVING A CRIMINAL SENTENCE OF AT LEAST TWELVE (12) MONTHS DURATION AND RELEASING TO THE COMMUNITY FROM A DEPARTMENT FACILITY.

PUBLIC ACCESS: YES.

LOCATION: DEPARTMENT’S CENTRAL POLICY FILE;
EACH INSTITUTION’S POLICY FILE;
EACH INMATE LIBRARY.

RESPONSIBLE STAFF FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF POLICY:
- DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF CLINICAL SERVICES AND REENTRY;
- SUPERINTENDENTS;
- DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENTS;
- DIRECTOR OF REENTRY SERVICES DIVISION.

EFFECTIVE DATE: 02/26/2019

CANCELLATION: 103 DOC 493 CANCELS ALL PREVIOUS DEPARTMENTAL AND INSTITUTIONAL POLICY STATEMENTS, BULLETINS, DIRECTIVES ORDERS, NOTICES, AND RULES AND REGULATIONS REGARDING REENTRY AND RELEASE PREPARATION, WHICH ARE NOT CONSISTENT WITH THIS POLICY.

SEVERABILITY CLAUSE: IF ANY PART OF 103 DOC 493 IS, FOR ANY REASON, HELD TO BE IN EXCESS OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE COMMISSIONER, SUCH DECISION SHALL NOT AFFECT ANY OTHER PART OF THIS POLICY.
**493.01 DEFINITIONS:**

**AT RISK FOR HOMELESSNESS:** Any inmate who reports that he/she was homeless at admission, or reports a lack of support/resources for housing upon release, or refuses to provide a release address during the discharge planning process.

**CASE MANAGEMENT:** A multidisciplinary team approach which performs reentry focused duties facilitating and promoting successful reentry into community.

**CERTIFICATE OF DISCHARGE/CERTIFICATE OF RELEASE (COD/ COR):** The releasing document for an inmate’s final release/discharge.

**CORRECTION PROGRAM OFFICER (CPO):** The staff person at a correctional facility who, when assigned classification duties, collects information obtained through inmate interviews and available casework records, and prepares a summary of this information for classification, program compliance and reentry preparation.

**FORENSIC TRANSITION TEAM:** A regionally based Department of Mental Health Clinical Team which identifies inmates eligible for Department of Mental Health (DMH) aftercare services. This team meets with the inmate three months prior to release and following him/her three months post release to oversee the transition and to facilitate continuity of care.

**HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATOR (HSA):** The individual designated by the contractual medical provider, or, if there is no contractual medical provider, by the department, to oversee and manage one or more institutional health services units and associated treatment areas.

**HOMELESS INMATES:** An inmate who has self-reported that he/she does not have a housing plan prior to release.

**HOUSING SEARCH SPECIALIST (HSS):** A trained and certified correctional staff person assigned to assist releasing inmates with securing suitable housing, and serves at least twice per year as the institutional’s sole community stakeholder liaison through community outreach.
HOUSING SEARCH SPECIALIST PROGRAM: THIS PROGRAM UTILIZES A COMBINATION OF TECHNOLOGY, PARTNERSHIPS WITH THE COMMUNITY, AND A NETWORK OF HIGHLY TRAINED AND MOTIVATED STAFF, TO SECURE SUITABLE HOUSING FOR RELEASING INMATES AND TO STREAMLINE COMMUNICATION REGARDING HOUSING THROUGH A SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT WITHIN THE INSTITUTION.

IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS: DOCUMENTS WHICH REFLECT AN INDIVIDUAL’S IDENTITY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING: BIRTH CERTIFICATE, DRIVER’S LICENSE, STATE ID, SOCIAL SECURITY CARD, PASSPORT, VETERANS DD-214 FORM, ALIEN REGISTRATION CARD (GREEN CARD), MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE, HEALTH INSURANCE CARD, MILITARY ID, HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA, GED OR HSET, AND EDUCATIONAL TRANSCRIPTS, TRADE LICENSES, AND RELEASE PORTFOLIO.

INDIVIDUAL REENTRY PLAN (IRP): A REPORT CONSISTING OF THE INMATE’S NAME, COMMITMENT NUMBER, INSTITUTION, PCF NUMBER, AGE, US MILITARY SERVICE AND ELIGIBILITY (IF APPLICABLE), HOUSING INFORMATION INCLUDING FINAL RELEASE ADDRESS, SSI/SSDI BENEFIT INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE), MEDICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION INCLUDING APPOINTMENTS (WHEN APPLICABLE), MASSHEALTH INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE), REGIONAL REENTRY CENTER LOCATIONS AND CONTACT INFORMATION, EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND INFORMATION, JOBQUEST PROFILE ID AND PASSWORD (IF APPLICABLE), AND ONE-STOP CAREER CENTER CONTACT INFORMATION.

INMATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (IMS): THE DEPARTMENT’S AUTOMATED INFORMATION SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES PROCESSING, STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF INMATE-RELATED INFORMATION NEEDED BY DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL AND OTHER AUTHORIZED USERS WITHIN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM.

INSTITUTION REENTRY COMMITTEE (IRC): THE INTER-AGENCY, MULTI-DISCIPLINARY, FACILITY BASED COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED WITHIN EACH INSTITUTION, CHAIRMED BY THE REENTRY LIAISON, WHICH MEETS REGULARLY TO DEVELOP AN INDIVIDUAL REENTRY PLAN FOR EVERY INMATE PRIOR TO RELEASE TO THE COMMUNITY.

INSTITUTIONAL PAROLE OFFICER (IPO): A PAROLE BOARD STAFF MEMBER WHO WORKS WITHIN A DEPARTMENT FACILITY TO COMPILE INFORMATION AND CONDUCT PRE-PAROLE INTERVIEWS AND INVESTIGATIONS ON INMATES WITH PAROLE ELIGIBILITY FOR PRESENTATION AT PAROLE BOARD HEARINGS.

MASSHEALTH: THE STATE MEDICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH CARE INSURANCE PROGRAM AVAILABLE TO INMATES UPON RELEASE.
MEDICAID MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (MMIS): AN ELECTRONIC SYSTEM AVAILABLE TO PROVIDERS PARTICIPATING IN MASSHEALTH THAT PROVIDES THE MOST CURRENT MASSHEALTH INFORMATION, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ELIGIBILITY STATUS, COVERAGE TYPE AND ADDITIONAL BENEFIT INFORMATION.

MEDICAL/MENTAL HEALTH DISCHARGE PLANNER: A CONTRACTED STAFF MEMBER RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SCHEDULING OF A RELEASING INMATE’S APPOINTMENTS WITH COMMUNITY PROVIDERS, INCLUDING CARE FOR CHRONIC ILLNESSES, PRENATAL SERVICES, MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES, AND CARE FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUALLY ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR.

MASSHIRE CAREER CENTERS: CAREER CENTERS ACROSS MASSACHUSETTS FORM THE FOUNDATION OF THE STATE’S DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING SERVICES FOR JOB SEEKERS, EMPLOYERS AND THEIR WORKERS. SOME OF THE FREE SERVICES OFFERED AT THE CAREER CENTERS MAY INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: ACCESS TO SKILLS TRAINING, CAREER COUNSELING, COACHING ON JOB SEARCH SKILLS, WORKSHOPS ON A VARIETY OF JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES, NETWORKING GROUPS, JOB FAIRS, UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE WALK IN SERVICES, ACCESS TO COMPUTERS AND THE INTERNET, AND ASSISTANCE WITH RESUME’ BUILDING.

PAROLE/PAROLE RESERVE: THE PROCEDURE FOR THE RELEASE OF AN INMATE PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF SENTENCE, PERMITTING HIM/HER TO SERVE THE REMAINDER OF HIS/HER SENTENCE IN THE COMMUNITY UNDER SUPERVISION AND IN COMPLIANCE WITH SPECIFIED CONDITIONS. THE TERM “RESERVE” IN A PAROLE BOARD VOTE MEANS THAT A CERTIFICATE OF RELEASE WILL BE ISSUED ON OR ANY TIME AFTER THE DATE INDICATED IN THE VOTE PROVIDED THAT CERTAIN CONDITIONS ARE SATISFIED.

PROBATION: PROBATION IS A COURT-ORDERED SANCTION PLACED ON A PERSON CONVICTED OF A CRIME. THE OFFENDER IS ALLOWED TO REMAIN IN THE COMMUNITY UNDER THE STRICT SUPERVISION OF A PROBATION OFFICER.

REENTRY ACTION PLAN: AN INTRODUCTORY LETTER TO RELEASING INMATES WITH A BRIEF QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING THE INMATES’ RELEASE PLANNING NEEDS, STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES.

REENTRY LIAISON: THIS IS A CORE FUNCTION TITLE ASSIGNED TO THE DIRECTOR OF TREATMENT AT EACH FACILITY WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR CHAIRING THE INSTITUTIONAL REENTRY COMMITTEE (IRC) AND HAS OVERSIGHT OF THE REENTRY PLANNING PROCESS.
REENTRY PRESENTATIONS: INFORMATIONAL SESSIONS PROVIDED FOR RELEASING INMATES DESIGNED TO PROMOTE LINKAGES WITH COMMUNITY BASED SERVICE PROVIDERS AND OTHER AGENCIES PRIOR TO RELEASE.

REFUSE TO DISCLOSE: ANY INMATE WHO IS UNWILLING TO PROVIDE A FINAL RELEASE ADDRESS DURING THE DISCHARGE PLANNING PROCESS.

REENTRY PORTFOLIO: A PORTFOLIO GENERATED FOR INMATES TO STORE IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS AND INSTITUTIONAL DOCUMENTATION.

REGIONAL REENTRY CENTERS (RRC): A POST-RELEASE RESOURCE CENTER OPERATED BY THE PAROLE BOARD WHICH ASSISTS WITH THE TRANSITION FROM PRISON TO THE COMMUNITY.

Supplemental Security Income (SSI): Benefits paid to those who are disabled, 65 years of age or older, based on financial need.

Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI): Benefits paid to a recipient who is disabled or 65 years of age or older, or his/her family member(s), if the recipient is considered insured, meaning the recipient worked long enough to pay into Social Security taxes.

493.02 Philosophy & Reentry Mission Statement:

A. The mission of the Reentry Services Division (RSD) is to monitor, support and direct a comprehensive, seamless reentry approach for inmates designed to promote public safety and result in a reduction of recidivism. Through collaborating with federal, county, state, community and faith-based agencies, the RSD will ensure continuity of care in areas including, but not limited to, housing, employment, medical and mental health care, substance abuse treatment, vocation and education.

B. The reentry continuum is a sequence of events, beginning with an inmate’s commitment to the Department, and continues until he / she is successfully discharged from supervision into the community.

The Superintendents of MCI Framingham/South Middlesex Correctional Center and MCI Cedar Junction shall develop specialized procedures to ensure appropriate reentry plans are developed for inmates who are serving a sentence of less than ninety (90) days upon commitment.
or return on parole violation, probation violation or escape.

C. In addition to case management, assessments and motivation, all Department staff members contribute to the reentry process by collecting and documenting information in the Inmate Management System (IMS). This continuum includes, but is not limited to:

1. Booking and admission activities;
2. Conducting substance abuse, risk/needs, and educational/vocational assessments;
3. Providing medical/mental health screenings;
4. Developing Personalized Program Plans;
5. Rendering classification decisions;
6. Encouraging inmate program participation;
7. Tracking program participation;
8. Collaborating with other staff members during Institutional Reentry Committee meetings;
9. Facilitating community stakeholder exchanges with inmates scheduled to release in upcoming months;
10. Developing Individual Reentry Plans (IRP);
11. Compiling Reentry Portfolio documentation;
12. Making law enforcement / victim/ sex offender Notifications;
13. Processing the final release of inmates into the community.

493.03 Institutional Reentry Committee:

A. Each inmate is provided opportunities to work with his/her assigned CPO and other correctional staff members to identify, provide input, and address his/her reentry needs
during the reentry preparation period of his/her incarceration, which in turn, facilitates the development of his/her IRP.

B. Each institution shall convene on a regular basis a meeting to review the (IRP) for every inmate who is within 12 months of an anticipated COD/COR release date and/or Parole Reserve Date.

C. The IRC meeting shall be chaired by the Reentry Liaison. The Reentry Liaison shall, at a minimum:

1. Ensure staff are appropriately informed of all aspects of the inmate’s reentry, and shall ensure that the Reentry Liaison’s institution has a certified Housing Search Specialist (HSS);

2. Schedule and chair the IRC meetings and ensure that assigned staff members are in attendance and appropriate external stakeholders invited;

Assigned Staff Members Are:
Core Members: Assigned Correctional Program Officer, Medical Staff (HAS or designee), mental health staff (MH director or designee), Records Manager, and Reentry Liaison. (DOT)

Additional Members:
Forensic Transition Team / DMH, Institutional Parole Officers.

3. Ensure the list of releasing inmates has been distributed to IRC members at least five (5) business days prior to the meeting;

4. Ensure that the IMS Reentry screens are updated, and a progression of comprehensive case management notes is completed;


D. The assigned CPO shall, at a minimum:
1. Review reentry related information, including, but not limited to, IMS assessments and the six-part folder, to assist in the development of the inmate’s IRP.
2. Meet with the inmate twelve (12) months prior to the anticipated COD/COR release date or the Parole Reserve date:
   a. Areas to review and document include, but are not limited to, case management, general incarceration information, available benefits and required documents, housing options, transportation options, substance abuse / medical / mental health needs, and employment preparation.

3. Schedule mandatory meetings for inmates whose reentry plan has been approved by the Reentry liaison or designee at the institutional release committee meeting “triage” at a minimum of six months, three months, two months, and one month intervals. Additional meetings shall be scheduled, as needed, per the specific needs of the inmate (e.g., to review the Social Security Card replacement process). The assigned CPO shall document each meeting or the inmate’s failure to appear.

4. Present information about the reentry needs of each inmate to the committee members.

5. Ensure that committee members contribute to the resolution of IRPs as subject matter experts.

493.04 Reentry Orientation:

A. The Reentry Liaison at each institution shall ensure that Reentry Orientation is conducted for inmates who are within a year of their anticipated COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date.

B. These presentations shall include the following topics:
   1. Housing Search Specialist Overview;
   2. MassHealth;
   3. Employment/One Stop Career Centers/MassHire;
   4. Parole’s Regional Reentry Centers;
   5. Veterans Services;
   6. Linkages to Community Based Resources;
   7. Contact with Key Community Stakeholders;
   8. Parole and or Probation information.
**Housing and Homelessness:**

A. Twelve (12) months prior to the inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date and/or parole reserve date, the assigned CPO shall assess the inmate’s reentry needs and strengths to assist and direct the inmate in his/her search for appropriate housing placement options. A summary of this initial meeting shall be documented in the IMS Reentry Case Management Notes screen.

B. Inmates who do not have a defined housing plan shall be considered at risk for homelessness and shall be referred to the institution’s HSS.

C. Inmates who refuse to disclose a final release address will be referred to the institution’s HSS and Reentry Liaison for review.

D. The HSS will schedule, at a minimum, monthly appointments to provide opportunities to review housing options.

E. Housing and homelessness status shall be reported at the IRC as stated in 103 DOC 493.04.

F. No sex offender classified as a level 3 offender shall knowingly and willingly establish living conditions within, move to, or transfer to any convalescent or nursing home, infirmary maintained in a town, rest home, charitable home for the aged or intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded which meets the requirements of the department of public health under section 71 of chapter 111. Any sex offender who violates this paragraph shall, for a first conviction, be punished by imprisonment for not more than 30 days in jail or house of correction; for a second conviction, be punished by imprisonment for not more than 2 ½ years in jail or house of correction nor more than 5 years in a state prison or by a fine of not more than $1,000, or by both such fine and imprisonment; and for a third and subsequent conviction, be punished by imprisonment in a state prison for not less than 5 years; provided, however, that the sentence imposed for such third or subsequent conviction shall not be reduced to less than 5 years, nor suspended, nor shall any person sentenced herein be eligible for probation, parole, work release or furlough, or receive any deduction form his sentence for good conduct until he shall have served 5 years.
Prosecutions commenced hereunder shall neither be continued without a finding nor placed on file.

G. The assigned CPO will document the inmate’s refusal to disclose a final release address in the Housing tab of the IMS Reentry Screens.

493.06 Reentry Case Management:

A. At all subsequent reentry preparation meetings with the inmate, there shall be a review of the inmate’s release strengths, needs and challenges, utilizing Attachment A – Release Action Plan. The review shall include, but not be limited to, a discussion regarding the following areas: US military services and eligibility (if applicable), housing information, including homelessness status and final release address, SSI/SSDI benefit information (if applicable), medical and mental health information, including appointments (if applicable), substance abuse treatment planning, MassHealth information (if applicable), Regional Reentry Center locations and contact information, employment status and information, One-Stop Career Center contact information, identification documents, and community resources and supports. All communication with community providers and stakeholders shall be coordinated through the institutions certified HSS.

B. The assigned CPO shall make every effort to confirm the home address, phone number, and the name of the person or persons with whom the inmate will be residing. The CPO may confirm information in accordance with 103 DCO 153, CORI Regulations. All outreach attempts and contacts shall be documented in the Reentry Case Management Notes screen of IMS.

C. If the assigned CPO is unable to confirm the housing plan; other suitable housing options shall be explored, confirmed and documented.

D. The assigned CPO shall, in accordance with standing Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), initiate the obtainment of identity documents including, but not limited to:
Document your facilitation shall be entered in the Reentry Community Documents (RCD) tab of the IMS Reentry Screens.

E. Six (6) months prior to an inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date, the assigned CPO shall initiate linkages with community support services based on the community stakeholder requirements.

1. Documentation of such linkage shall be entered in the RCD tab of the IMS Reentry Screens.

F. If any victim issues or concerns are identified, the Victim Services Unit (VSU) shall be notified by the institution at least fourteen (14) days prior to the inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date. The VSU shall contact all certified individuals regarding the offender’s return to the community in accordance with 103 DOC 407, Certification and Notification Policy. If issues are identified, the Reentry Liaison shall be notified by the VSU.

G. In accordance with 103 DOC 447, Sex Offender Identification, in order to facilitate the sex offender registry the Reentry Liaison will notify the institutional Records Manager of a self-reported release address eight (8) days prior to an inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date.

493.07 Medical, Mental Health and Substance Abuse Treatment

A. Six (6) months prior to the inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date, the medical/mental health discharge planner shall document whether the inmate has
substance abuse treatment needs in the MassHealth/Medical tab of the IMS Reentry screens.

B. Once the housing plan has been identified, the medical/mental health discharge planner shall schedule appointments with Community Providers and document the appointments in the MassHealth/Medical tab of the IMS Reentry screens.

C. Thirty (30) days prior to an inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date, the assigned CPO shall access the Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) to determine whether a Mass Health application had been submitted by the medical provider and determine if the inmate is carrying in-patient health care coverage.

1. If in-patient coverage is in place, the assigned CPO shall determine if the application submitted is within one year of the inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date.

   i. For these cases a “Health Coverage Fax Cover Sheet for Incarcerated Individuals” shall be completed by selecting “Individual is being released within the next 30 days and is transitioning out of the MH inpatient coverage” and fax to the MassHealth processing unit as directed on the “Health Coverage Fax Cover Sheet for Incarcerated Individuals”.

2. Based on MMIS status check with no inpatient status if eligible will require a full MassHealth application to be completed and faxed to the MassHealth processing unit, selecting “Individual is being released within the next 30 days” as directed on the “Health Coverage Fax Cover Sheet for Incarcerated Individuals”.

D. Upon completion of the “Health Coverage Fax Cover Sheet for Incarcerated Individuals” and/or a MassHealth application, documentation for same shall be recorded in the MassHealth/Medical tab of the IMS Reentry screens.

E. Five (5) business days prior to the inmate’s approved COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date, the Reentry Liaison shall conduct a final MMIS check on each inmate
to determine whether the MassHealth application is approved, and document this status and the Member ID/MassHealth Card number in the MassHealth/Medical tab of the IMS Reentry screens.

F. The medical/Mental Health Discharge Planner shall identify inmates with medical and/or mental health illnesses who would qualify for disability and complete the MassHealth Disability Supplement Application.

1. Documentation of this shall be recorded in the MassHealth/Medical tab of the IMS Reentry screens.

G. Inmates shall receive Medical/Mental Health reentry planning in accordance with 103 DOC 630, Medical Services.

H. For inmates who self-disclose eligibility for SSI/SSDI, the assigned CPO shall complete a corresponding application(s) in compliance with the Social Security Administration (SSA) and DOC Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).

493.08 Superior Court Probation Partnerships:

A. Notifications to Probation: The Reentry Services Division shall distribute the Community Round Table Report to Chief Probation Officers by the fifth (5th) day of each month. This report will capture the next six (6) months of releases by Superior Courts.

B. Global Positioning System (GPS) Installations for releasing inmates with GPS as a condition of probation are performed through a partnership between the Board of Probation and Reentry Services on the day of release.

C. Transfer of probation prior to release:

1. For those inmates with proven connections to a county other than the assigned probation office, and the release address has been verified in accordance with 103 DOC 493.06 B Reentry Policy, the check "final release address" check box will notify Superior Court Probation to automatically transfer the reporting conditions to the Superior Court located in the county of the inmates final release address.

2. For those inmates with proven connections to a state other than the assigned probation office, the Reentry Liaison shall request an interstate transfer of
probation no earlier than 120 days prior to an inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date.

493.09 Referral to Regional Reentry Center (RRC):

A. Inmates with no condition of post release supervision (Parole and/or Probation) are eligible for Parole’s Regional Reentry Centers.
   1. For any eligible inmate, the assigned CPO shall discuss transportation to and services provided by the RRC.
   2. All outcomes shall be documented in the RRC/Release Plan Information tab of the IMS Reentry screens.

B. The Department shall coordinate the transportation of state inmates with no condition of post release supervision (Parole and/or Probation) to Parole’s RRC in accordance with 103 DOC 530 Inmate Transportation and 103 DOC 404 Inmate Release Policy.

493.10 Employment:

A. Within 120 days prior to a transfer to a pre-release institution, or to a confirmed COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date, inmates who have previously been issued a Social Security Card, shall be eligible to apply for a replacement Social Security Card in compliance with the SSA and DOC MOU.

B. No later than thirty (30) days prior to the inmate’s anticipated COD/COR release date, including all presumptive earned good time, and/or parole reserve date, the assigned CPO shall document the inmate’s employment plan and One Stop Career Center region in the Employment Readiness tab in the IMS Reentry screen.

493.11 Final Release Plan:

A. Upon completion of the inmate’s IRP and/or no later than two (2) days prior to the inmate’s COD/COR
release date and/or parole reserve date, the assigned CPO shall provide a copy of the inmate’s IRP report for the inmate to verify and sign.

493.12 Performance Measures:

A. The Reentry Services Division, in conjunction with the Executive Director of Strategic Planning and Research, tracks Performance Measures from releasing facilities to assess and improve implementation, efficiency, and effectiveness of release planning strategies.

B. To ensure the accuracy of the performance measures, the Reentry Liaison shall conduct a final review of the IMS Reentry screens, in accordance with 103 DOC 493.11, Reentry Policy.

C. The Reentry Services Division or designee shall forward performance measurement documentation to the Deputy Commissioner of Clinical Services and Reentry, the Director of Performance Measures, and the Superintendents, by the twentieth (20th) of every month.

493.13 Emergencies:

Whenever in the opinion of the Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner of Clinical Services and Reentry, an emergency exists which requires suspension of all or part of 103 DOC 493, he/she may order such suspension, provided that any such suspension ordered by the Deputy Commissioner of Clinical Services and Reentry lasting beyond forty-eight (48) hours is authorized by the Commissioner.